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QUESTION 1

Read the text attached. 

Workplace Diversity The twenty-first century workplace features much greater diversity than was common even a
couple of generations ago. Individuals who might once have faced employment challenges because of religious beliefs,
ability differences, or sexual orientation now regularly join their peers in interview pools and on the job. Each may bring
a new outlook and different information to the table; employees can no longer take for granted that their coworkers think
the same way they do. This pushes them to question their own assumptions, expand their understanding, and
appreciate alternate viewpoints. The result is more creative ideas, approaches, and solutions. Thus, diversity may also
enhance corporate decision-making. 

Communicating with those who differ from us may require us to make an extra effort and even change our viewpoint,
but it leads to better collaboration and more favorable outcomes overall, according to David Rock, director of the Neuro-
Leadership Institute in New York City, who says diverse coworkers "challenge their own and others\\' thinking."2
According to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), organizational diversity now includes more than
just racial, gender, and religious differences. It also encompasses different thinking styles and personality types, as well
as other factors such as physical and cognitive abilities and sexual orientation, all of which influence the way people
perceive the world. "Finding the right mix of individuals to work on teams, and creating the conditions in which they can
excel, are key business goals for today\\'s leaders, given that collaboration has become a paradigm of the twenty-first
century workplace," according to an SHRM article.3 

Attracting workers who are not all alike is an important first step in the process of achieving greater diversity. However,
managers cannot stop there. Their goals must also encompass inclusion, or the engagement of all employees in the
corporate culture. "The far bigger challenge is how people interact with each other once they\\'re on the job," says
Howard J. Ross, founder and chief learning officer at Cook Ross, a consulting firm specializing in diversity. "Diversity is
being invited to the party; inclusion is being asked to dance. Diversity is about the ingredients, the mix of people and
perspectives. Inclusion is about the container?he place that allows employees to feel they belong, to feel both accepted
and different."4 

Workplace diversity is not a new policy idea; its origins date back to at least the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(CRA) or before. Census figures show that women made up less than 29 percent of the civilian workforce when
Congress passed Title VII of the CRA prohibiting workplace discrimination. After passage of the law, gender diversity in
the workplace expanded significantly. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the percentage of women
in the labor force increased from 48 percent in 1977 to a peak of 60 percent in 1999. Over the last five years, the
percentage has held relatively steady at 57 percent. Over the past forty years, the total number of women in the labor
force has risen from 41 million in 1977 to 71 million in 2017.5 The BLS projects that the number of women in the U.S.
labor force will reach 92 million in 2050 (an increase that far outstrips population growth). 

The statistical data show a similar trend for African American, Asian American, and Hispanic workers (Figure 8.2). Just
before passage of the CRA in 1964, the percentages of minorities in the official on-the-books workforce were relatively
small compared with their representation in the total population. In 1966, Asians accounted for just 0.5 percent of private-
sector employment, with Hispanics at 2.5 percent and African Americans at 8.2 percent. 6 However, Hispanic
employment numbers have significantly increased since the CRA became law; they are expected to more than double
from 15 percent in 2010 to 30 percent of the labor force in 2050. Similarly, Asian Americans are projected to increase
their share from 5 to 8 percent between 2010 and 2050. 
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Figure 8.2There is a distinct contrast in workforce demographics between 2010 and projected numbers for 2050. (credit:
attribution: Copyright Rice University, OpenStax, under CC BY 4.0 license) Much more progress remains to be made,
however. For example, many people think of the technology sector as the workplace of open-minded millennials. Yet
Google, as one example of a large and successful company, revealed in its latest diversity statistics that its progress
toward a more inclusive workforce may be steady but it is very slow. Men still account for the great majority of
employees at the corporation; only about 30 percent are women, and women fill fewer than 20 percent of Google\\'s
technical roles (Figure 8.3). The company has shown a similar lack of gender diversity in leadership roles, where
women hold fewer than 25 percent of positions. Despite modest progress, an ocean-sized gap remains to be narrowed.
When it comes to ethnicity, approximately 56 percent of Google employees are white. About 35 percent are Asian, 3.5
percent are Latino, and 2.4 percent are black, and of the company\\'s management and leadership roles, 68 percent are
held by whites. 
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Figure 8.3 

Google is emblematic of the technology sector, and this graphic shows just how far from equality and diversity the
industry remains. (credit: attribution: Copyright Rice University, OpenStax, under CC BY 4.0 license) 

Google is not alone in coming up short on diversity. Recruiting and hiring a diverse workforce has been a challenge for
most major technology companies, including Facebook, Apple, and Yahoo (now owned by Verizon); all have reported 

gender and ethnic shortfalls in their workforces. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has made available 2014 data comparing the participation of
women and minorities in the high-technology sector with their participation in U.S. private-sector employment overall,
and 

the results show the technology sector still lags.8 Compared with all private-sector industries, the high-technology
industry employs a larger share of whites (68.5%), Asian Americans (14%), and men (64%), and a smaller share of
African 

Americans (7.4%), Latinos (8%), and women (36%). Whites also represent a much higher share of those in the
executive category (83.3%), whereas other groups hold a significantly lower share, including African Americans (2%),
Latinos 

(3.1%), and Asian Americans (10.6%). In addition, and perhaps not surprisingly, 80 percent of executives are men and
only 20 percent are women. This compares negatively with all other private-sector industries, in which 70 percent of 

executives are men and 30 percent women. 

Technology companies are generally not trying to hide the problem. Many have been publicly releasing diversity
statistics since 2014, and they have been vocal about their intentions to close diversity gaps. More than thirty
technology 

companies, including Intel, Spotify, Lyft, Airbnb, and Pinterest, each signed a written pledge to increase workforce
diversity and inclusion, and Google pledged to spend more than $100 million to address diversity issues.9 

Diversity and inclusion are positive steps for business organizations, and despite their sometimes slow pace, the
majority are moving in the right direction. Diversity strengthens the company\\'s internal relationships with employees
and 

improves employee morale, as well as its external relationships with customer groups. Communication, a core value of
most successful businesses, becomes more effective with a diverse workforce. Performance improves for multiple 

reasons, not the least of which is that acknowledging diversity and respecting differences is the ethical thing to do. 

Which three statements are true, according to the two graphs in the attached text? 

1.

 In the Google workforce, men outnumber women in all categories presented. 

2.

 The percentage of Black workers is projected to increase by 3% between 2010 and 2050. 

3.

 In the Google workforce, there is greater diversity in Leadership roles than in Technology roles. 
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4.

 The percentage of Asian workers is projected to decline between 2010 and 2050. 

5.

 The percentage of Hispanic workers is projected to double between 2010 and 2050. 

6.

 In the Google workforce, Caucasian women make up a majority of the female workforce. 

A. 4, 5, and 6 

B. 1, 3, and 5 

C. 1, 2, and 3 

D. 1, 4, and 6 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of these symmetries does not apply to a circle centered at the origin of the coordinate plane? 

A. the line y = x 

B. the origin 

C. the line y = x + 2 

D. the x - axis 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The graph of y = x26x + 1 has its ____ at the point (3, -8). 

A. center 

B. y-intercept 

C. maximum 

D. vertex 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

FILL BLANK 

Click on the region of the graph that contains the solution set of the system of linear inequalities. 

A. 

See explanation below. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

Read the text and answer the question. 

Blue Crabs Provide Evidence of Oil Tainting Gulf Food 

Weeks ago, before engineers pumped in mud and cement to plug the gusher, scientists began finding specks of oil in
crab larvae plucked from waters across the Gulf coast. 

The government said last week that three-quarters of the spilled oil has been removed or naturally dissipated from the
water. But the crab larvae discovery was an ominous sign that crude had already infiltrated the Gulf\\'s vast food web –
and 

could affect it for years to come. 

"It would suggest the oil has reached a position where it can start moving up the food chain instead of just hanging in
the water," said Bob Thomas, a biologist at Loyola University in New Orleans. 

"Something likely will eat those oiled larvae . . . and then that animal will be eaten by something bigger and so on." 

Tiny creatures might take in such low amounts of oil that they could survive, Thomas said. But those at the top of the
chain, such as dolphins and tuna, could get fatal "megadoses." 
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Marine biologists routinely gather shellfish for study. Since the spill began, many of the crab larvae collected have had
the distinctive orange oil droplets, said Harriet Perry, a biologist with the University of Southern Mississippi\\'s Gulf
Coast 

Research Laboratory. 

"In my 42 years of studying crabs I\\'ve never seen this," Perry said. 

She wouldn\\'t estimate how much of the crab larvae are contaminated overall, but said about 40 percent of the area
they are known to inhabit has been affected by oil from the spill. 

While fish can metabolize dispersant and oil, crabs may accumulate the hydrocarbons, which could harm their ability to
reproduce, Perry said in an earlier interview with Science magazine. 

She told the magazine there are two encouraging signs for the wild larvae – they are alive when collected and may lose
oil droplets when they molt. 

Tulane University researchers are investigating whether the splotches also contain toxic chemical dispersants that were
spread to break up the oil but have reached no conclusions, biologist Caz Taylor said. 

If large numbers of blue crab larvae are tainted, their population is virtually certain to take a hit over the next year and
perhaps longer, scientists say. The spawning season occurs between April and October, but the peak months are in
July 

and August. 

How large the die-off would be is unclear, Perry said. An estimated 207 million gallons of oil have spewed into the Gulf
since an April 20 drilling rig explosion triggered the spill, and thousands of gallons of dispersant chemicals have been 

dumped. 

Scientists will be focusing on crabs because they\\'re a "keystone species" that play a crucial role in the food web as
both predator and prey, Perry said. 

Richard Condrey, a Louisiana State University oceanographer, said the crabs are "a living repository of information on
the health of the environment." 

Named for the light-blue tint of their claws, the crabs have thick shells and 10 legs, allowing them to swim and scuttle
across bottomlands. As adults, they live in the Gulf\\'s bays and estuaries amid marshes that offer protection and
abundant 

food, including snails, tiny shellfish, plants and even smaller crabs. In turn, they provide sustenance for a variety of
wildlife, from redfish to raccoons and whooping cranes. 

Adults could be harmed by direct contact with oil and from eating polluted food. But scientists are particularly worried
about the vulnerable larvae. 

That\\'s because females don\\'t lay their eggs in sheltered places, but in areas where estuaries meet the open sea.
Condrey discovered several years ago that some even deposit offspring on shoals miles offshore in the Gulf. 

The larvae grow as they drift with the currents back toward the estuaries for a month or longer. Many are eaten by
predators and only a handful of the 3 million or so eggs from a single female live to adulthood. 

But their survival could drop even lower if the larvae run into oil and dispersants. 

"Crabs are very abundant. I don\\'t think we\\'re looking at extinction or anything close to it," said Taylor, one of the
researchers who discovered the orange spots. 
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Still, crabs and other estuary-dependent species such as shrimp and red snapper could feel the effects of remnants of
the spill for years, Perry said. 

"There could be some mortality, but how much is impossible to say at this point," said Vince Guillory, biologist manager
with the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. 

Perry, Taylor and Condrey will be among scientists monitoring crabs for negative effects such as population drop-offs
and damage to reproductive capabilities and growth rates. 

Crabs are big business in the region. In Louisiana alone, some 33 million pounds are harvested annually, generating
nearly $300 million in economic activity, Guillory said. 

Blue crabs are harvested year-round, but summer and early fall are peak months for harvesting, Guillory said. 

Prices for live blue crab generally have gone up, partly because of the Louisiana catch scaling back due to fishing
closures, said Steve Hedlund, editor of SeafoodSource.com, a website that covers the global seafood industry. 

Fishers who can make a six-figure income off crabs in a good year now are now idled – and worried about the future. 

"If they\\'d let us go out and fish today, we\\'d probably catch crabs," said Glen Despaux, 37, who sets his traps in
Louisiana\\'s Barataria Bay. "But what\\'s going to happen next year, if this water is polluted and it\\'s killing the eggs and
the larvae? I 

think it\\'s going to be a long-term problem." 

Excerpt from "Blue Crabs Provide Evidence of Oil Tainting Gulf Food Web" by John Flesher. Copyright © 2010 by The
Associated Press. Reprinted by permission of The Associated Press. 

The following question is divided into two parts. First, answer part A. Then, answer part B. 

Part A 

Read this section from the text and the directions that follow. 

Weeks ago, before engineers pumped in mud and cement to plug the gusher, scientists began finding specks of oil in
crab larvae plucked from waters across the Gulf coast. 

The government said last week that three-quarters of the spilled oil has been removed or naturally dissipated from the
water. But the crab larvae discovery was an ominous sign that crude had already infiltrated the Gulf\\'s vast food web –
and 

could affect it for years to come. 

“It would suggest the oil has reached a position where it can start moving up the food chain instead of just hanging in
the water”, said Bob Thomas, a biologist at Loyola University in New Orleans. “Something likely will eat those oiled
larvae… 

and then that animal will be eaten by something bigger and so on.” 

What is the central idea of the section? 

A. Other organisms in the Gulf waters feed on the larvae of blue crabs. 

B. Most of the spilled oil that contaminated the Gulf waters recently has been cleaned up. 

C. Scientists recently discovered oil droplets on blue crab larvae in waters along the Gulf coast 
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D. Scientists fear long-term negative effects on Gulf coast organisms from contaminated blue crab larvae. 

Correct Answer: D 
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